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An orphaned infant rabbit was 
taken in by a family of squirrels 
who raised it as one of their own. 
This adoption led to some peculiar 
behaviors on the part of the rabbit, 
including a tendency to run instead 
of jump.
The rabbit soon faced an identity 
crisis. It went to its stepparents to 
discuss the problem. It lamented 
that it felt different from its step-
siblings and was unsure of its place 
in the family. Their response was ... 
“Don’t scurry, be hoppy.”

A flight attendant asked one of 
the passengers: “Would you like 
dinner?”  
“What are my choices?”  
“Yes or no,” replied the attendant.

Dolphins are so intelligent that 
within a few weeks of captivity 
they can train a man to stand on 
the edge of their pool and throw 
them fish three times a day.

Jill: I just don’t understand the 
attraction golf holds for men.
Mary: TELL me about it! I went 
golfing with my husband one time, 
and he told me I asked too many 
questions!
Jill: Well, I’m sure you were just 
trying to understand the game. 
What questions did you ask?
Mary: I thought I asked legitimate 
questions . . . like, “Why did you 
hit the ball into that lake?”

Q: What rock group has four men 
that don’t sing?
A: Mount Rushmore

A guy wanted to become a 
magician, so he bought a magic 
book. He gathered his family 
around the living room for his 
first trick. He reached into a bag 
and pulled out a hammer. To the 
amazement of his family, he hit 
himself in the head with it. He 
was then unconscious and spent a 
month in the hospital. Suddenly, a 
nurse noticed his eye lids flicker. 
She called the family in and they 
gathered around his bed. Just then 
he sat up in bed awake and said... 
“TA-DAA!”

Morris realized he needed to 
purchase a hearing aid, but he felt 
unwilling to spend much money.
“How much do they cost?” he 
asked the salesperson.
“They run from $2.00 to $2,000.”
“Let’s see the $2.00 model.”
“You just stick this button in your 
ear and run this little string down to 
your pocket,” he instructed.
“How does it work?” asked Morris.
“For $2.00, it doesn’t work,” the 
salesperson replied. “But when 
people see it on you, they’ll talk 
louder!”

Q. What game encourages drinking 
and driving?
A. Golf

Sam’s kindergarten class was on 
a field trip to their local police 
station, where they saw pictures 
tacked to a bulletin board of the 10 
most-wanted criminals. One kid 
pointed to a picture and asked if it 
really was the photo of a wanted 
person. “Yes,” said the policeman. 
“The detectives want very badly to 
capture him.”
Sam asked, “Why didn’t you keep 
him when you took his picture?”

Two teenagers were on a tour of a 
modern art gallery. They suddenly 
found themselves alone in a room 
of modern sculpture and were 
staring at the twisted pipes, broken 
glass, and tangled shapes.
One of them exclaimed, “We had 
better get out of here before they 
accuse us of wrecking this place!”

A mother asked her small son what 
he would like for his birthday. “I’d 
like a little brother,” the boy said.
“Oh my, that’s such a big wish,” 
said the mother. “Why do you want 
a little brother?”
“Well,” said the boy, “there’s only 
so much I can blame on the dog.”

A man pacing back and forth 
glanced at his watch and yelled 
upstairs to his wife. “Honey, are 
you ready yet?”
Shouting back, the woman replies, 
“For crying out loud, Dewey, I’ve 
been telling you for the last half 
hour... I’ll be ready in a minute!”
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The bikini is 
introduced in Paris, 
France, 
1946

The U.S. Army 
Medal of Honor is 
created,
1862

The Rosetta Stone 
is found near 
Alexandria,
1799

John Lennon meets 
Paul McCartney for 
the first time,
1957

Live Aid concert 
is held, 
1985

Neil Armstrong and 
“Buzz” Aldrin walk 
on the moon,
1969

Construction begins 
on the Hoover 
Dam, 
1930

Bastille Day

Final Harry Potter 
book is released, 
2007

14th Amendment is 
adopted, 
1868

The Liberty Bell 
rings to proclaim 
U.S. independence, 
1776

Ford Motor 
Company takes its 
first order,
1903

March of the 
Penguins debuts,
2005

NASA is created,
1958

Bob Dylan records 
“Blowin’ In The 
Wind,” 
1962

Apollo 11 departs 
Earth,
1969

U.S. women 
take home 
gymnastics gold 
for the first time as 
a team,
1996

Last classic VW 
Beetle rolls off the 
line, 
2003

U.S. women win 
the World Cup, 
1999

Disneyland opens,
1955

“Eye Of The Tiger” 
from Rocky III tops 
the U.S. pop charts,
1982

Independence Day

Babe Ruth  
makes his  
major league debut, 
pitching seven 
strong innings,
1914

FDR nominated for 
an unprecedented 
third term,
1940

World’s first “test 
tube baby” is born,
1978

Jimmy Hoffa 
disappears,
1975

The FBI is founded,
1908

Bob Hope dies at 
age 100, 
2003

Hong Kong returns 
to Chinese rule,
1997

Amelia Earhart 
disappears,
1937

Back to the  
Future is released, 
1985

Memory Jog
You don’t want your customers to forget who you are. So, why not be sure to 
send them regular mailings from your company? A newsletter reinforces your 
brand, keeps your name fresh, and can be used to inform customers of upcoming 
promotions. We can print an impressive newsletter for your company. Give us a call!

A regular newsletter 
is a great way to 
keep your name 
in front of your 

customers.
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